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ABOUT ME
Since I was very small, the immense passion for the mountains has been transmitted to me: on foot, on skis,

on rocks or ice falls... every season and every terrain has its own particular charm.
At 20 years old, the attraction for competitions took over (initially for ski mountaineering and lately for
ultra-trail) and the consequent awareness that we can do everything we dream of and it seems impossible

thanks to perseverance, the ability to have fun and the search for new challenges.
After studying as an interior designer, I gained the awareness of wanting to make my love for the mountains

a lifestyle and, why not, a job: the possibility of passing on one's passions to others is a privilege that not
everyone can afford.

I recently became AMM of the Collegio Guide Alpine Lombardia, E-bike guide, Natural-running instructor
and Nordik Walking instructor.
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SCHOOL

After attending scientific
high school, I graduated in
interior design in Milan.

NOW

In 2019 I undertook a course
of studies relating to the
mountains and became a
International Mountain
Leader.

SPECIALISATIONS

Instructor Natural
Running
Instructor E-MTB
Team player for children
Phytoalimurgy
LIFE WOLFALPS EU
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After working as an
architect for a few years
I realized that office life

wasn't for me. I
therefore decided, given

my passion for the
mountains, to try

working in a sporting
goods shop.

WORK
EXPERIENCE

I have become an expert
in selling sporting

goods, especially for
running and ski
mountaineering.

NOW

I currently work with a 
Mountain leader.
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DISCOVER NEW
POINTS OF VIEW


